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Rupa & the April Fishes
Build
Electric Gumbo Radio Music (44 mins)

Swimming up a calmer stream
Indian-American 
singer-songwriter 
Rupa Mayra and her 
troupe of San 
Francisco-based 
activist musicians 

return with their sophisticated global 
sound-world and rebellious spirit. Mayra’s 
songs are still a big, bold melange of 
brassy reggae, punk rock, blues, Gypsy 
swing and Indian inflections, but there are 
a few changes on Build. Singing 
predominantly in English, rather than 
French and Spanish, Mayra presides over 
a beefier ensemble that features 
instruments including kora and duduk 
alongside the band’s core of trumpet, bass, 
cello and drums. All tracks here, minus a 
cracking cover of ‘The Guns of Brixton’ by 
The Clash, are by Mayra. Her focus is on 
worldwide protest movements but the 
mood of resistance, as anyone to have 
seen a Rupa & the April Fishes live show 
will know, is approached with joy rather 
than anger or bitterness. Booming, 
percussion-heavy tunes like ‘Weeds’ and 
‘Electric Gumbo Radio’ show the band on 
hip-shaking form, while the swinging ‘Like 
I Do’ has an effortlessly seductive sway, a 
Rupa & the April Fishes speciality. 

Yet Build doesn’t have the bite or 
atmosphere of either the entertaining 
Este Mundo (2009) or the politically 
confrontational but sensual and sizzling 
debut eXtraOrdinary rendition (2008). 
A strain of introspective song-writing 
runs through the record. Tracks 
like ‘Inheritance’, a touching melody 
accompanied by plucked strings that 
moves into a Celtic-sounding tune led by 
fiddle, show that Rupa & the April Fishes 
can change gear. But Build misses the 
intensity and abandon of its predecessors. 

 TRACK TO TRY: Electric Gumbo Radio
Tim Woodall

Seznec Bros
Jagged Land
Captain Pouch Records (40 mins)

Two bros find the blues in the 
unlikeliest of places 

Brothers Cory and 
Yann Seznec have 
been playing music 
together for some 20 
years, despite the fact 
that Cory lives in 

France and Yann lives in Scotland. This 
album also had its genesis in a number of 
different places including Edinburgh, Paris 
and a barn in the French countryside, but 
that hasn’t prevented it from having a 
perfectly cohesive identity. The music is 
largely built around a picked banjo, but as 

things progress other instruments 
gradually insinuate themselves. There’s 
subtly distorted electric guitar and gently 
clicking calabash on the quirky ‘Chop it 
Up’, and some nifty kamalengoni (hunter’s 
lute) on ‘Jagged Land’, played by guest 
musician Pedro Kouyaté. There’s bar-room 
blues on ‘Trying to Get Home’, which 
introduces some agreeably cranky piano. 
The overall sound is clearly influenced by 
the fact the brothers spent many of their 
formative years living on the US East 
Coast. But although one is reminded of 
artists as diverse as Jim White, the 
Carolina Chocolate Drops and Fleetwood 
Mac – as well as Appalachian mountain 
music and Malian blues – the brothers’ 
songs are sufficiently idiosyncratic to 
transcend all of these influences in order  
to assert their own identity. 

On the down side, it all sounds a little 
too self-contained, both production-
wise and performance-wise. If they’d 
just upped the Captain Beefheart 
rumbustiousness hinted at on, for 
example, ‘Tears are Gold’, it would have 

opened things out as well as adding more 
emotional light and shade.

 TRACK TO TRY: Tears are Gold
Howard Male

Skip & Die
Riots in the Jungle
Crammed Discs (31 mins)

Eclectic South Africans mix 
dancing and politics

Skip & Die are an 
enigmatic creative duo 
who’ve made a debut 
album that could and 
should be reviewed by 
dance, club, world and 

leftfield music mags. Their muses may well 
be Manu Chao, MIA and the Baile Funk 
massive, but they take these obsessions on a 
trip around vocalist Catarina Aimée Dahms’ 
South African homeland. There they join 
forces with Cape Flats hip-hop combo 
Driemanskap, Soweto’s Season Marimba 
Stars and Cape Town’s Gazelle to deliver a 
set of songs that make you move and think. 

Underpinning it all is the stunningly potent 
work of producer Jori Collignon from the 
Netherlands, the other member of the duo. 
You can bask and writhe in his fluency, 
which extends right across the patois 
patchwork of dance floor rhythms, from 
dubstep, cumbia and reggae to bhangra. 
He’s also an adept at inventive soundscapes 
and you get a sense that all the performances 
are transmuted by his masterly presence at 
the controls. Dahms’ sly, sexy, savvy 
multilingual vocalisms and agitprop lyrics 
keep the pot on the boil and light up the 
whole album. You’re never quite sure who is 
the Batman in their dynamic duo.

Ten of the 12 tracks really hit the spot, 
notably ‘Killing Aid’ with Gazelle, ‘To Skip 
& Die in SA’ with Season Marimba Stars 
and the klezmer-flavoured head-banger 
‘Love Jihad’. Personally I’d bury the first 
and last tracks, ‘Jungle Riot’ and ‘Tigresito’, 
somewhere mid-album. But who, apart 
from critics, listens to whole CDs in their 
original sequence these days anyway?

 TRACK TO TRY: Killing Aid
Max Reinhardt

Nicolas Repac
Black Box
No Format (47 mins)

An album that proves the whole world’s  
got the blues 

In his 2004 album Swing Swing, 
guitarist, composer and producer 
Nicolas Repac took a futuristic journey 
through the history of swing, sampling 
old recordings and adding a 
contemporary, danceable flair. 

Similarly, Black Box unearths and follows the various lines of 
the blues sensibility through its many forms, from reworking 
classic bottleneck blues to highlighting soulful Balkan 
melodies. The album opens with ‘Chain Gang Blues,’ a 
dreamlike arrangement of African-American inmates 
recorded by folklorist Alan Lomax in 1947. Mysterious 
harmonies and guitar underline the time-keeping crash of 
axes and distant call-and-response hollers. There are other 
excellent samplings of Lomax recordings including ‘All 
Ready?,’ featuring a 1959 recording of John Davis and the 
Georgia Sea Island Singers that highlights the industrial, 
work-song aesthetic with heavy hits and off-kilter rhythms 
and ‘Betty Loop,’ which (perhaps unsurprisingly) loops a 1933 
recording of ‘Black Betty’ by James ‘Iron Head’ Baker. Repac 
samples other classic blues singers – including Bo Diddley on 
‘Bo’s a Lumberjack’ and Blind Willie Johnson on ‘Redemption 
Blues’ – but venturing further afield, he features Angola’s 
Bonga (‘Cenas de Gaby’), Senegal’s Cheikh Lô (‘Pulaar’) and 
Haiti’s Ti-Coca (‘Haiti Bottleneck’). Most surprising perhaps is 
‘La Fuerza del Sentimiento’, in which subtle accompaniment 
beautifully supports Peruvian Guillermo Arévalo Valera’s 
shamanic chanting or ‘Slepa Ljubav,’ which samples Serbian 
Stana Selimovic’s haunting Balkan melodies over blues 
guitar. While not as danceable as Swing Swing, Black Box is 
still an exceptional album that is able to offer a contemporary 
take on the blues and its relatives without compromising the 
music’s original soul and beauty. 

 TRACK TO TRY: All Ready?
Alexandra Petropoulos
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